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Michael M. Hutchison is Professor of Economics at the University of California, Santa Cruz. He is 

also a principal in California International Economics Consultants-- a consulting firm 

specializing in financial economics, statistics and forecasting to help management in the private and 

public sectors.   

 

Prior to joining the UC Santa Cruz faculty in 1985, Professor Hutchison was an economist at the 

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.  He received his Ph.D. in Economics from the University 

of Oregon in 1983. Previous academic and short-term appointments include the Haas School of 

Business at the University of California at Berkeley, the University of Southern California, the 

University of Lund, Copenhagen Business School, University of Copenhagen, University of 

Gothenburg, and Victoria University (Wellington, New Zealand).  

 

Consulting Expertise  

 

Professor Hutchison has over 30 years of professional and consulting experience and, since 1997, 

has been a principal with the consulting group California International Economics Consultants 

where he focuses on financial analysis, statistics and forecasting. Current and past consultant 

contracts include international institutions, central banks, public agencies, large business firms, law 

firms and other consulting firms. A list of these private firms are available upon request. The public 

institutions include: The Reserve Bank of New Zealand; Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco; 

State of California Department of Finance; Bank of Japan; Hong Kong Monetary Authority; the 

Bank for International Settlements; the European Commission; the Asian Development Bank; and 

the International Monetary Fund. Most of Hutchison’s recent private consulting work has focused 

on modeling and forecasting activity and profitability in the bankcard industry and for the 

portfolios of large bankcard issuers, as well as marketing segmentation models.  

 

Academic Research 

 

Dr. Hutchison's research centers on topics related to statistical issues in international finance and 

open economy macroeconomics, including exchange rate prediction models, international banking 

and financial systems, and forecasting macroeconomic models. He teaches in the areas of 

forecasting, international finance, and macroeconomics. He has published over 150 academic 

journal articles, monographs and book chapters. He has also written and edited six book.  

 

Management Experience 

 

Hutchison served as Chair of the Department of Economics and the Dean of Division of Social 

Sciences at the University of California, Santa Cruz. In the latter capacity, he was the 

administrative head of 9 departments, 5 research centers, and 2 colleges. He managed about 200 



faculty and 70 staff. Previously (2001-03) Hutchison was Chair of the Department of Economics at 

the University of California, Santa Cruz (2001-03). The Chair of the Department of Economics at 

UCSC is the administrative head of a department with 30 faculty, 7 staff, 3 undergraduate majors, 2 

graduate majors, and 800 declared majors (students studying economics). He co-founded in 1998 

the Santa Cruz Institute for International Economics (SCIIE).   

 

International Experience 

 

Hutchison has been a consultant, visiting scholar, visiting professor or research fellow at many 

foreign institutions, including: 

 

Bank of Japan (Tokyo) 

Reserve Bank of New Zealand (Wellington) 

Hong Kong Monetary Authority (Hong Kong) 

Bank of Sweden (Stockholm)  

Bank for International Settlements (Basle, Switzerland) 

Copenhagen Business School (Copenhagen) 

Hamburg Institute for International Economics (Hamburg) 

Gothenburg University (Gothenburg)  

Economic Policy Unit at the University of Copenhagen (Copenhagen) 

Riksbank (Sweden) 

International Monetary Fund (Washington, D.C.) 

Asian Development Bank (Manila) 

Lund University (Sweden) 

Victoria University of Wellington (New Zealand) 


